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The problems raised by Chan (1982) ofmodified maximum likelihood 
estimation (MMLE) in the simple linear structural relationship models are 
considered. Using sample moments to reduce the number ofparameters in the 
likelihood function of a statistical model，we obtained the MMLE by locating 
an optimal solution in the reduced parameter space. Conditions under which 
the MMLE gives consistent and asymptotically normal estimators are 
considered. Under the assumption of a beta distribution for the explanatory 
variable, consistency and asymptotic normality of the intercept and slope 
estimators in a linear relationship model are established when both errors are 
normally distributed. M comparison with the method of moments estimators 
(by using the third or lower order moments)�the MMLE is found to be more 
efficient via Monte Carlo simulation studies. The case where the explanatory 
variable has a double exponential distribution is also considered. 
CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Li most studies of natural sciences as well as social sciences，a linear 
regression model plays an important role in analysing the relation between 
mathematical variables. However, in reality most variables are often measured 
with errors, or unable to be observed directly. Such contaminated records 
violate the basic assumption of a classical linear regression model in which the 
i \ 
regressor variable is assumed to be observed without error. 
Regression with errors in variables, the measurement error model, 
becomes a direct generalization. For simplicity, consider the univariate linear 
model of the form 
y = a +p^ + 5 , x = ^ +8 , (1.1) 
where (¾, a + p^ ) is the true relation we are interested in and (8，5 ) 
represents the disturbances. Usually, it is assumed that sand S are 
independently distributed random variables with zero expectations and finite 
1 
2 2 
variances Gg and a§，respectively. The regressor variable ^ can either be 
random or assume fixed values. With n independent observations，only ( x!， 
YiX ( Xj，y2)，…，(x„，yJ can be observed directly. This model was first 
discussed in the literature by Gini (1921). But it became interesting through 
the work ofFrisch (1934). He showed that the lower bound and upper bound 
for the estimate of the slope |p | should be the classical regression coefficient 
for regressing y on x and the reciprocal of that of x on y，respectively. And the 
sign of the estimate of p should be equal to the sign of the covariance between 
X and y. There is an extensive literature on the model based on (1.1) such as 
Kendall and Stuart (1979，Chapter 29)，Fuller (1987)，T. W. Anderson's Wald 
Lectures (1982), Madansky (1959) and Moran (1971). 
Functional, Structural and Ultrastructural Relationships 
The model based on (1.1) is knowi as a structural relation model when 
the regressor ^ is assumed to be a random variable having a distribution with 
unknown parameters. Such an assumption usuaUy holds when the data points : 
are obtained naturally in the real world (not by experiment). When ^, s and 5 ! 
are independently and normally distributed with unknown mean (¾ only) and 
variances, (x, y) in (1.1) is a bivariate normal random vector having a bivariate 
I 
normal distribution with six unknown parameters a，p, [i^ ，a^ , a^, and a^: : 
•( 
f x ] / H 1 (<^l^^l Pa^ 1 
L y r \ a + P K i d � � pa^ p^a^ ^ a | J^" ( ' . � � 
The sample means，sample variances and sample covariance ofthe n observed 
pairs of (x, y) are sufficient statistics for the five parameters of a bivariate 
normal distribution. Without any prior information on the parameters，the 
model (1.2) is unidentifiable except that i^^  is estimable [see Kendall and 
Stuart (1979, Chapter 29) and Reiers^l (1950)]. Kendall and Stuart also 
extensively considered the estimation problem of the model based on (1,2) 
2 
/^ /^  ^ 
under the condition that，either G^ or a § is known, both ag and a^ are 
known, or the ratio of error variances is known. 
The assumption of random regressor ^ is usually unrealistic in most 
studies of experimental sciences. If the linear relationship between two 
mathematical variables (non-random) is measured with errors，with n 
independent observations, it should be assumed that i^,�2，…，^n based on 
(1.1) are n nuisance parameters. Such a model is called functional relation 
model [see Kendall and Stuart (1979, Chapter 29)，Lindley (1947)，Sprent • 
(1969, Chapter 3)]. The ^,'s are also termed as incidental parameters by 
Neyman and Scott (1951) and their individual values are not of our main 
concern. If 8 and 5 are independently and normally distributed，each (x^ , y.) 
has also a bivariate normal distribution of the form 
f \ f ^ \ ( 2 ^ � ‘ 
Xi ^A ^i ^i 0 \ ,1 . ' 
� N V oi. , 9 ) (1.3) 
VYi � U + P ^ i � t 0 u i J ) 




The model in (1.3) has a total of n+4 unknown parameters. Solari (1969) 
showed that there is no maximum likelihood solution for the model (1.3). She 
pointed out that the maximum likelihood method leads to two solutions r 
corresponds to saddle points only. However, satisfactory estimators can be 
derived if we have prior information about the parameters. Thus，it can be 
2 — 2 
cJs — c^5, the ratio of error variances is known，or we have some other 
estimate of a | aad/or a§ . hi addition，Lindley and El-Sayyad (1969) 
considered the functional relation model from a Bayesian point ofview. Under 
additional assumption on the prior distribution for the variances, the resulting 
estimator still does not converge to a single value no matter how large the 
sample size may be; they claimed that “... we never leam the true value of P 
but only a distribution for it of non-zero dispersion ...". 
3 
Dolby (1976) generalized the model (1.2) by allowing ^ to have 
different expectations |a^ but equal variance a | . It is known as an 
ultrastructural relation model. When i^^ ^ = ^^^ = ... = ^^^^ the 
ultrastructural relation model reduces to a structural relation model. On the 
2 
other hand，if a^ ~> 0, it also reduces to a functional relation model. 
However, the ultrastructural model is estimable only in the case with replicated 
observations, ln the unreplicated case, the model is identifiable when the ratio 
oferror variances is assumed known [see also Gleser (1985)]. 
Identifiabilitv 
Li most statistical modelling, normality assumption always brings us 
well-behaved situation. However，in the errors-in-variables model，normality 
1 
assumption renders the model unidentifiable. This problem can be overcomed 
• 
in the cases where there are replicated observations or prior information about 
the error variances (or the ratio of error variances). By considering the ； 
structural relation model，Reiers+l (1950) showed that, when s a n d 6 are � 
normally distributed (may be correlated), a necessary and sufficient condition ‘ 
for the identifiability of P is the non-normality condition of^; i f ^ is normally 
distributed, he also proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
identifiability of p is that both the distributions o f s and 5 are not divisible by � 
a normal distribution. ’ 
However, there is no general theory about the identifiability for a 
functional relation model since this situation is more complicated by the fact 
that the dimension of the parameter space increases with the sample size 
(having infinite dimension as n goes to infinity). On the other hand, a 
structural relation model which has a finite number of parameters satisfies 
typical requirement of general theory about identifiability. It is also interesting 
to note that if a consistent estimator is found for a parameter 0，then the 
parameter 0 is identifiable. But the converse is not true in general [see 
Gabrielsen (1978)]. 
4 
Non-normallv Distributed Reeressor 
When ^ is thought to be non-normal，method of moments estimation is 
widely used but, in most cases, moments of higher orders are needed and the 
standard errors of the resulting estimators increase rapidly [see Madansky 
(1959)，Geary (1942), Pal M. (1980)]. Chan (1982) suggested using a 
modified maximum likelihood method when ^ is assumed to have a uniform 
distribution. He attempted to reduce the number of parameters in the likelihood 
function by substituting into it the sample moments up to the second order. 
Using third order sample moments. Van Montfort K. (1989) extensivdy 
. A , 
considered an optimal estimator P which has asymptotically minimal variance 
in the class of consistent estimators of p. He also extended the structural 
relation model to the case with dichotomous exogenous variables. 
/ 




The motivation of this thesis came from the work of Chan (1982). He | 
showed that, when ^ is uniformly distributed, the model based on (1.1) leads to ; 
a likelihood function with six unkno^vn parameters. After substituting sample � 
i 
moments up to the second order, the likelihood function is simplified to be a 
ii 
fimction of the unknown parameter P only. By locating a local maximum, 
consistent estimator can be obtained. A consistent estimator of j3 is usually f 
searched within the regression limits. However, using the method ofmoments， 
the estimator of P may wander outside the region considered by Frisch (1934). 
In this thesis，we shall generalize the model into the case where the random 
regressor ^ has a beta distribution. Many parametric families (e.g.，uniform 
distribution，power function density, arc sine distribution,etc.) have such a 
distribution. 
This thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we consider the 
bivariate distribution of (x，y) and its properties. Chapter 3 contains more 
details on the modified maximum likelihood method ofestimation proposed by 
5 
Chan (1982). Asymptotic behaviours of the estimators are discussed. Jn 
Chapter 4，a Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to investigate the 
behaviour of the estimates obtained by the modified maximum likelihood 


































Consider the linear structural relation model ‘ r ^ 
y = a + p^ + 8 , (2.1a) |' 





w h e r e � , 5 and 8 are independent random variables with probability density : 
fimctions (pdfs) f^(^ l9^)，f^(S lGg) and fs(e iG^), respectively. It is — 
common to assume that the 5 aade have zero expectations and fmite 
2 2 
variances a^ and ag, respectively. Jn most cases, the pdfs of the error terms 
should be symmetric around zero such as the normal, triangular or rectangular 
pdfs. The joint pdf of x and y can be written as 
fx,v(x,yl0) = roo f 5 ( y - a - P ^ ) - f s ( x - ^ . f ^ ( ^ d ^ , (2.2) 
where 0 = [a p 9^ 9^ Q j f e 0 c R^ and k is a positive integer. 
Of course, if the integral in (2.2) can be explicitly evaluated, an expression for 
7 
the joint pdf of x and y may be obtained. With n independent observations on 
(x, y), the likelihood function is ofthe form 
k(el2Ly) = n fx，Y(Xi,yil®， （2.3) 
1=1 
where x = [x^  x^  …xjT and y = b ,^ y^  …yjT. Kmodel (2.2) is identifiable (i.e.， 
for Go, 01 G 0 w i t h 9 o ^ e i , fx,y(x,y|eo) ^ fx,vO^ySl)X maximum 
likelihood estimates may be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function 
(2.3). However, if the dimension k of the parameter space is large (for 





Beta Regressor and Guassian Errors i| 
‘ ！ i 
^ , j 
Now，we assume that both ofthe error terms have normal distributions, | 
k i 
’ � 
S i � N ( 0 ， a ” fori=l , . . .^, (2.4a) � 
5i �N(0，Xa^) for i = l”",n， （2.4b) i 
‘ 1 
I " • 
where X is the ratio between the error variances. Assumption (2.4) is � 
commonly used. It is believed that, if the proposed statistical model is valid, :l 
f 
the normal distribution is the most "trustable" distribution for explaining the 
errors. Jn fact, the normal distribution has a unique position in statistics and it 
can be used to approximate a lot of other parametric families of distributions. 
Under assumption (2.4), thejoint pdf of x and y in (2.2) can be modified as 
f ^ A . - { _ S ^ } . 
e ^ e x p , - i ^ t , - M , . > . , , , ) . , . , S ) 
Chan (1982) showed that, when the regressor ^ has a uniform 






normal distribution fimction. As a generalization, we assume that ^ has a beta 
distribution of the form 
f 4 ( � � = r ( p ) r ( q ) y t q - l . <^  _ ^ ^ . (^ + � _ � ^ � … � ” + ” 
= 0 elsewhere, (2.6) 
where [ r | Y p q ] � eRx(0，oo)3 and T (p) is a gamma function for p>0. 
Unlike the standard beta distribution which has only two shape parameters p 
and q，we also have a location parameter r| and a scale parameter y. It is noted 
that this distribution can cover any finite interval along the real line and it is 




f x ’ ^ ) = V I 2 ^ C 0 ^ - 1 . e x p { - ¾ ¾ > - I 
J W e x M - ( ^ U - P ^ ^ Z ^ ^ ] 2 } . � 
^ 2 X o ^ X+p2 
( 4 - ” � 1 * 0 1 + � - � ) 9 - 1 � � 
[X y ]T G R2， （2.7) ^ 
i 
where G = [a 3 r| y a X p q ] � e R^ x (0，oo)5 = © and B(p,q) is a beta 
,i 
function. To evaluate the integral in (2.7), we consider (• 
I [^' •t: 
I = Jj exp(Ajt + A2t2) • tI>"l • (1 一 t)q-l dt (2.8a) — 
00 A^ 
=Jj X ^ . exp (A2t2) . td+P"l . (1 一 t)q_l dt (2.8b) 
a=0 u. 
00 A^ 
= 1 ^ J j t W M l � t ) q - l .�Fo[ - ; - ;A2 t2 ] d t . (2.8c) 
a=0 "• 
In (2.8a), we expand the former exponential function to an infinite 
series. The summation sign and the integral sign can be interchanged in (2.8c) 
provided that the radius of convergence of the infinite series in (2.8b) is not 
greater than unity. The integral in (2.8c) is an Euler function associated with 




AFB[ai , . . .�aA;bi”. .�bB;x] = A^B a ? . � � x 
b l � . " � b B 
— � ( a i ) j - < a A ) j x J 
j=b 0)l)j-0>B)jj!， ��� 
where b^  本 0, -1, -2,."，i = l”..，B，(a\ = a(a+lXa+2)".(a+n-l), and A and B 
are nonnegative integers. H*A < B，the series in (2.9) converges for all finite 
values of x (may be real or complex). Li this thesis, all generalized 
hypergeometric functions considered satisfy the requirement (A<B) so we do 
not have to worry about the problem of convergence. The remaining 
exponential function in (2.8b) is viewed as the simplest generalized 
M 
hypergeometric fimction，that is， 
• I 
\ 
2 3 \ 
o F o h ; - ; x ] = 1 + X + | y + | y + … = e X ， （2.10) 丨 
‘ ‘ �< 
. |� 
and so we reach the expression in (2.8c). Slater (1966) provided more details 
on generalized hypergeometric functions. Exton (1978，Chapter 2) showed � 
. . ^ 
vanous integrals of Euler type associated with generalized hypergeometric � 
• \ 
fimctions in general，and provided us the following relationship: 
I !,1 丨？ 
J j x ^ ( l - x ) W . c F D [ ( c ) ; ( d ) ; s x h ] c l x � 
, 八 、 a {a+h-l) - , 
—r(a)ro>) ( c ) , ] ^ , . . . , — ~ ; s 
一 r(a+b) 'C+h^D+h (a+b) ( a+b+h- l )， （2.U) 
W , ~ ^ ” " , ~ ^ ~ 
where (c) represents a sequence of parameters { Cj,..., c � } . In order to ensure 
convergence, h must be a positive integer, Re(a)>0, Re(b)>0 and C<D. We 
can see that the integral in (2.8c) is of the same form as that of(2.11). By using 
the relationship, (2.8) becomes 
I 
.d � d+p d+fH-1 1 
I = y ^1 r(d+p).r(q) — ~ Y ~ ; A 2 
d=b d! r(d+pfq).2 2 d^p-fq d+p+q+1 • ^2.12) 
L 2 , ~"2 ~ J 
10 
The joint pdf of x and y in (2.7) can then be written as 
f.v(x,y) = ^ . e x p [ - ^ ^ ] • e x p [ ^ ] . 
J^2n— 2Xc^ 2— 
d � d+p d+p^l 
f ^ (P)d p T � ~ T ~ " ; A 2 
dtb d! 0>+q)d ^ d+pHi d+p+q+1 
L 2 ‘ 2 
[ x y f e R ^ � (2.13) 
Y n+B^>y^ 
where A^ = ~ - [ p ( y - a ~ p T ] ) + ^ x - T | ) ] and A2 = - - ~ ； • Now， 
kcj2 2Xa^ 
we should ensure the convergence of the infinite series in (2.13). Let u^  = 
H � d+p d+tH-1 A 
Aj (p)^ � � ~ ^ ; A 2 
j r • 5 ^ . 2 ^2 d4£^ d+p+q+1 . We then have the ratio of the two 
L 2 ， ~ 2 ~ J 




‘d+p+l d+t>f2 . 1 ( 
F ~T~’~T~',� 丨 
2 2 d+p+q+l d+p+q+2 � Ai tH^ 2 ， 2 � >__i tZ:z L= ± f =L f2 14� ‘ 
d+1 p+q+d � d + p d+p+1 ^ 1 � . ) 
P T , " " y ~ ; A 2 
2 2 d+p+q d+p+q+1 � 
~ ^ ， ” 2 ~ J J 
T _• 
SO that as d~^ 00，the ratio 
^ f | ~> 0- (2.15) 
Hence, by D'Alembert's ratio test, the infinite series in (2.13) is convergent for 
all finite values of Aj and A2. This means that fx,y(x,y) is wellniefined for 
0 € 0 . However，in most cases, the variation of ^ is much larger than that of 
the error term B to make the statistical model more reasonable(i.e., y » a). 
Since p and q are two shape parameters, it is interesting to consider some 
specific values of p and q: 
11 
i) Case for p = q = 1 
Here ^ has a uniform distribution over an interval [r|, r\ +y]. Thejoint 
pdf X and y can be written as 





� ^ i ^ 
, { X a 2 ( ; i + p 2 ) > 2 � � 
[X y]T € R 2， (2.16) � 
I 
where 9 = [a p V[ y a k ] � G R^ x (0，oo)3 and 0 is the standard normal � 
distribution functioa It is easy to obtain the above expression from pdf (2.7) \ 
directly. It is believed that the uniform distribution assumption for ^ is f 
applicable in estimating functional relation model when the ratio � of error | 
variances is unknown [see Chan (1982) and Kendall & Stuart (1979，Chapter : 
29,Example29.1)]. 
I i' r 
ii) Case for q = 1 and p > 0 “ 
When q = 1，the beta distribution reduces to a power-function 
distribution and its inverse has a Pareto distribution. By the following 
relationship between Confluent Hypergeometric function j Fj and incomplete 
gamma function, 




where F(a,x) is an incomplete gamma function for a >0 and x >0，the 
generalized hypergeometric fimction in (2.13) can be simplifed into a 
confluent hypergeometric function. Then the pdf in (2.13) can be modified to 
be 
2一2 r i £ 
. , 、 2 2 p x,q2 2 0^-a-Prj)2i (x-ii)^, 
kr(^y) = ~ ^ p ~ t . 八 h 2 . exp[- ’i 2 ] • exph^7" f " ] . 
VTjca^ L(X+P )y J Tk— 2a^ 
^ ^1 r . P + d . � 
d S i F ( T , A 2 ) 
[ x y f e R 2 , (2.18) 
r i i 
2 2 
where Aj = ^ • [ P O ^ - a - P r | ) + A.(x-r|)l and 
LXcj2(X+p)J � 
一 _ � 2 
� - - ^ - � 
p I ' 
i , i 





Now，^ has a standard arc sine distribution. Considering the pdf in � 
(2.7)，we obtain the following expression, 丨 
2 �� 
fx,y (x,y)=厂 \ , • exp{-”—Px) }. 4 
VT27r2cj2 2crM+p2) r 
H exp{Ai[4 + A2]2} ‘ 
0 " ~ JUh^ ~ ~ ^ 
[X y]T e R 2 , (2.19) 
, . ( � + p V pc^-a-p”>a(x -”�^ , , 
where Aj = � , and A2 = - ^ ~ - . To evaluate the 
2Xc^ y(X+p2) 
integral in (2.19)，set ^ = sin^q) and expand the exponential ftmciton to a 
power series and use the fact that 
% 
fo sin^-lq)d9 = 2^-2B( | , | ) , (2.20) 
13 
where B(a,b) is a beta function. We then obtain the joint pdf of x and y as 
^ , � 1 f 0^-cH3x)2 fx,y(x,y) = • exp{-^~~^}. 
V ^ T i V 2 c y 2 _ 2 ) 
^ j A d A 2d-m / ^ , \ 
g ^ ^1^2 2d L2m-1p/2m+l 2m+l) 
d=0 m=0 d! V m J 2 ， 2 
[X y ] T e R 2 , (2.21) 
, . (X+p2)y2 P(y_a-pn>fX(x-Ti) ^ , 
whereA! = 一 、 ^ !J and A2 = - — ~ ^ ^ - ^ - ~ - . As we know, the 
2Xc^ Y ( X + p 2 ) 
beta distribution can represent various kinds of parametric distributions. For 
example, if p + q =1，^  has a generalized arc sine distribution; if p = q，we � 
would get a symmetric beta distribution. The pdfs in (2.7) & (2.13) would be i 
'丨, 







Firstly，we write [ix, i^y and i^^  for the expectations of x, y and ^ i 
respectively. For higher order moments, we write, if r+s>2, j-
i^rs � E[Oc-Mx)rO^-^iy)s] and ©r = E(^-jLi�)r， if r>2, | 
Kr for E(50, and Vr for E(e^ ) . For the general model in (2.1), we have， ： 'f *»' 
|ix = | i � (2.22a) 
A^y = a+^[ i^ (2.22b) 
V^20 = G>2+K2 (2.22c) 
^02 = p2®2 + V2 (2.22d) 
m i = P®2 (2.22e) 
jj<03 = P^O)3+V3 (2.22f) 
^12 = P^®3 (2.22g) 
^ 1 = P03 (2.22h) 
Vi30 = a ) 3 + K 3 (2.22i) 
provided that the moments that appear in the formula above exist. For positive 
integers r and s，and r+s>2, we have 
14 
r s f � f � 
i^rs = ps 2 E r s o Kr_iVs_j. (2.23) 
i=Oj=0 V 1 J V J J ^ 
Under the assumptions in (2.4) and (2.6), we obtain 
^^ x � T| + ^ (2.24a) 
i^y = a+P(T| + ^ ) (2.24b) 
2 
^20 = ~ ~ y ^ ~ " + c^ 2 (2.24c) 
0>fqr^q+i) 
1^02 = *V pq + ^a2 (2.24d) 
0>+q)^^q+l) 
^11 � 二 1、 (2.24e) ： 
(p+q)^ (rH-q+l) 
_ = ; 3 p q " ~ ~ (2.24Q 丨 
0>^q)(p+q+i)0>+q+2) 丨  
_ pVpqQ^q) , ” " � “ 
M<03 — a (2.24g) : 
(p+q)^(p+q^l)(jp+q+2) 
• • pY^ pqO>-q) / ’ ’ � � ‘ 
1^21 = ^ (2.24h) 丨 
Op+q)^ (p+q+l)(p+q+2) � 




For higher order moments, for r+s > 2, we have 、丨, if' «•»_ 
r s f V � 
i^rs = ps E S ] S C0j+jKr_iVs_j, 
i=0j=0 V 1 y V J y j 
where 
K2r+1 = 0 
K, 一 e ^ i 2 r K2r - 2r^|^ 
V2s+1 = 0 
V2s = ^ x s ^ s 
r . f r � f n A r-i rp)-
mr=Yr,S(-l)i;J(A)為，（2.25) 
for positive integers r and s. 
15 
Not only the moments provide us the characteristics of the distribution 
fimpion, but are also useful for parameter estimation. Using (2.22)，method of 
moments estimator can be obtained uniquely for each parameter in general. 
The solution is 
P � � (2-26a) 
H � ^^ (2.26b) 
� 1 2 
a = ^ y - n ^ ' (2.26c) 
On substituting sample moments into the corresponding population moments, “ 
I, 
we can obtain the respective consistent estimator. Similarly, we may also J 
obtain (S“ ic^  and Vj from (2.22) uniquely for i=2,3. It is noted that there is no 
',' 
guaranteed that the estimates of second moments are non-negative. Ifthe error 
i'i 
terms are symmetrically distributed，K3 and V3 are both equal to zero. So 
(2.22f)-(2.22i) reduces to ^ i � 
B - M - ^ - J ^ ,”7、 I 
P - m 一 ^ 1 一 � 3 0 • (2 27) , 
^ i ft-
The expressions in (2.27) give us three different estimators of P, provided that 
there exists consistent estimator Ars of i^rs for 0 < r + s<3. Montfort(1989) : 
derived an optimal estimator of P which is the weighted mean of the above |^  
three in (2.27). That is ‘ 
A . a ^ v - ^ ) 
popt = ^ gJ， (2.28) 
QTv-lj) ^ ) 
A A A A 1 ^^ m u 10 uo 1 
where p = [ � � � ] ， f = [1 1 1] and V is the asymptotic 
一 ^12 ^21 ^30 ^ 
A 
variance-covariance matrix of P. There is no reason to assume that the matrix 
V is known. So a consistent estimate of V is needed，and commonly, it would 
be a function of moments up to the forth order or more. Kendall and Stuart 
(1979，Chapter 10) provided us more details on the estimates for the 
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covariances and variances of Aso^ A21^  Al2 ^ d p.o3- Once we have 
consistent estimate V of the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix V，we can 
estimate the — t consistently. 
Moment Generating Function & Characreristic Function 
Beside the moments, we are also interested in the moment generating 
fimction (mgf). Let M^(t), Me(t) and M5(t) be the mgf of ^, s and 5 




Mx,Y(ti,t2) = E ( e ^ l + % ) 
=eat2E(e%)E(eSt2)E(^^ti+Pt2)) � 
= e^^2M5(t1)Me(t2)M^(t1+pt2). (2.29) �� 
i,' 
. . 丨 




^X，Y(tl,t2) = e ia”^3( t i )^s ( t2)^Wl+pt2) , (2.30) | 
i f»' > 
where i = ^^T and ^5(t), ^e(t) and ^^(t) are the characteristic function of �!� 
5，8 and ^ respectively. Under the assumptions in (2.4) and (2.6)，the mgfand ； 
characteristic fimction are of the form — 
Mx,Y(tl,t2) = exp{iiti + (a + pTi)t2 - ^ ( t ] + Xtl)}' 
lFlQ>;P + q;Y(t1+Pt2)] (2.31) 
and 
<hcY(tl,t2) = exp{i[Titi + (a + pTi)t2] - ^ ( t J + Xtl)}' 
lFlQ>;P + q;ir(t1+pt2)]. (2.32) 
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Considering the characteristic function in (2.32), we can see that the model 
would reduce to a bivariate normal distribution when either p or q approachs 
zero, tfp">0, then iFi[p;p + q;iy(ti+pt2)] ~> 1 and so 
2 
<l>X,Y(ti,t2) ^ e x p { i h t i + (a 4- PTi)t2] - ^ ( t J + Xtj)} . (2.33) 
tfq—0，then 1F1 [p;p + q; iy(t 1 + pt2)] ^ e'^ ^^  1 ^ ^^ 2> and so 
<l>X,Y(tl.t2) ~> exp{i[(T| +Y)ti + (a + p(ii + Y ) ) t 2 ] -




Both (2.33) and (2.34) are characteristic functions of bivariate normal 
ji 
distributions. j� 
i'  '� 
_fl 
For q = rp(giving a symmetric beta distribution i f r = 1), ifp«> 00 and r � 
(p)^ f 1 \ d � 
remains fixed， then , ,, “ ~> 7 ^ and 
Y ftKl+r))d Vl+ry 1^ 
lFiQ);p(l+r);iY(ti + pt2)] — eTT^(tl+Pt2)i �� so '^ 
i … 
I 
<bcY^l,t2) — exp{i[(Ti + ^ ) t 1 + (a + P0l + : ^ ) ) t 2 ] - � 
^ i t ] ^ X t l ) } , (2.35) ^ 
�� 
It also reduces to the characteristic function of a bivariate nomral distribution. 
This means that assuming beta distribution for ^ is usefiil to approximate 
normal density within a finite range. 
Modalitv 
Li this part, we would consider the modality of model (2.7). Before 
discussing the modality of pdf (2.7)，we introduce a more convenient notation 
for model (2.13),thatis, 
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.d , � � d+p dj2tl 1 
• � � y ^ J ^ V — ' ~ T ~ ' ^ 2 
� ” — di) " ^ . ^ ^ 2 ^ 2 d+pfq dHhp4-q+l， 
L 2 ， ~ 2 ~ 
Al = 7 ^ _ � “ , ) + � ( � - � \— 
and 
. (Xrfp2)y2 
A2 = - ^ . (2.36) 
\-
l' 







1 ^ fx,Y(x,y) = - ^ ^ - i ^ S ( A O . ^ (2.37a) � 
� � � “ � � � + � . � 3 ( 4 5 . ( 2 � I 
, , �‘ 
P u t ^ h i fx，Y(x,y) = O m d ^ h i fx，Y(x，y) = 0, we have ). 
i:! 
•',1 
x - ” = ^ - * S ( A i ) ， （2.38a) ？ 
y - a - P n = ^ ' ^ S ( A i ) . (2.38b) 
By equating (2.38a) and (2.38b)�we know that the maximum or minimum 
have to locate along the line 
y = a + px. (2.39) 
To determine the mode，we substitute equation (2.39) into pdf (2.7) and it 
reduces to an univariate function of x. We dont solve equation (2.38) because 
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it is more complicated. On subtituting equation (2.39), pdf (2.7) can be 
simplified as follows, 
fx,y(x,a + px) = — ~ ^ ~ - T 7 -
VT27tcr2B0>,q)yP" -^l 
i r � { - � [ � - � ] 2 } . 
( ^ - T i ) I > - l . ( i l + V ^ ^ - l d4 . (2.40) 
Li fact，equation (2.40) is no longer being a pdf It isjust a nonnegative valued 
function of x whose mode(s) can be determined. Conceptually, the integral in 




1 - ^ - x ) 2 i 
g(x) = ^ E , [ e 2 . . 2 � (2.41) � 
1 1� 
j! 
Now, we need to investigate how to choose x to maximize the function g(x). � 
i 
Without loss of generality, we consider the following estimation problem. We 
search a value x to represent a random variable ^ by minimizing the expected � 
loss. It is well known that, for square error loss, we have x = E(^); for absolute ) 
error loss，we have x equal to the median of ^. ( 
'i( 
) t2 1 
Corresponding to equation (2.41)，we change our maximization ' 
problem to a minimization problem. All our concem is on the last term of 
(2.41), the expectation. Then we obtain the following’ 
1 - i { ^ ) 2 
^ E ; [ - ^ e 2 ( v ) ] . (2.42) 
It is obvious that the loss function is a up-side-down normal density function. 
Unlike the square error loss and absolute error loss，our loss function in (2.42) 
is much more localized. It means that, if x=x ,^ the loss function is only 
sensitive to a small interval x^2v. For x~> oo or x — -oo，the loss function 
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has an upper bound zero. It is believed that a fixed interval around the mode of 
^ have the highest density. If we choose x equal to the mode o f � � i t can 
minimize the given expected loss (2.42) with the largest proportion of^. Thus, 
this result holds whatever pdf of ^ is while both errors have normal 
distributions. This means that the mode(s) should be located on the line y = 
a + px and the mode(s) of x is/are equal to that of ^'s. For model (2.7)，we 
have the following results: 
i) For p>l and q>l (except for p=l & q==l), f^y(x,y) is an unimodal 
distribution. The mode is located at the point Cn + ^ I ^， ^ + P h + ^ ^ ] ) 
• _ 
ii) For p<l and q<l, fx,y(^y) is a bimodal distribution. Two peaks are located 




iii) For p=l and q=l，fxY(V y) has a platform along the line y = a + Px for 
x e [ r u T|+Y]. ^ 
J! 
• r 
iv) For p<l and q > 1，fx,y(x,y) has only one peak at the point (r|, a + pT]), i/ � !\ 
乂 
V) For p>l and q<l, fx,yO^y) has only one peak at the point ( � 
T | + y , a + P(T |+Y)). ’ ‘ 







Li the previous parts, we have investigated several properties of pdf 
(2.7). Up to now, it is interesting to visualize the distribution by three 
dimensional plots and contour plots. Note that the scales of all plots are 
standardized. 
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Firstly, for the case p = 1 and q =1，we have figures 2.1 and 2.2，in 
which the distribution has a platform as discussed before. 
fig.2.1 SurfacePlotfl:x,y) 
fig. 2.2 ContourPlot off(x,y) 
春 • :i 
f /i __f 
�� ��� 
iii i 
For p = q � 5 , we have a bimodal case. As shown in figures 2.3 and i 
I， 






^ _ _ � 




In figures 2,5 and 2.6，where p = 3 & q = 1，we have only one peak at 
the point (r\ + � � a + p(” + y)). 
fig. 2.5 Surface Plot f(x,y) fig. 2.6 Contour Plot of^x^y) 
春 • : 
f f �� 




In figures 2.7 and 2.8, for p = 3 & q = 3，we have a distribution which 
looks like a bivariate nomral distribution. ji 
�� 
‘； 
/ f l '�‘ 
i  
— \ 
fig.2.7Surf8cePlotfl:x,y) ^ f i ^ 8 C ^ ^ | ^ r f ^ ^ ^ � 















Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is one of the most popular ^ 
‘ i' 
classical methods in point estimation. Its estimators have many remarkable '' 
• i >«" 
properties such as consistency and good asymptotic behaviour. However, if the �� 'r 
number of unknown parameters is large, there is a computational problem in ; 
i.r t 
obtaining an optimal solution. As a result, methods of eliminating nuisance 一 
parameters are interesting to many statisticians. For example, integrated 
likelihoods, maximum relative likelihoods, conditional likelihoods，partial 
likelihoods, marginal likelihoods, pseudo maximum likelihood estimation as 
well as profile likelihood are commonly used [also see Kalbfleisch and Sprott 
(1970)，Basu (1977)，Gong and Samaniego (1981)，O.E. Bamdorff-Nielsen 
and D.R. Cox (1994, Chapter 3)]. 
Li this chapter，we consider a new method proposed by Chan (1982) 
which is named as modified maximum likelihood estimation (MMLE). Li 
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general, modified likelihood estimation consists of replacing all nuisance 
parameters in a model by relating those parameters to population moments. 
Then, after using the sample moments instead，we can obtain an modified 
likelihood function and continue our MLE procedure only on the parameters of 
interest. Usually, we would use sample moments up to second order only. As 
we shall see，the method in this sense is a reasonable one in which the 
resulting estimates seem to be consistent and asymptotically normal. For 
simplicity, we discuss this method in the univariate case and use the first 
moment only. The extension to multivariate case and higher order moments 




Let X” X2,…，X^ be a random sample from a member of the two 
parameter family F � { ^x,w) of distributions on the real line where ‘ 
6 = [X vj� ]T € Y X ^ = 0 c R2. Assume the existence of the first moment and let 
11 be the expectation of Xj. Given a sample of size n from F ,^x|/, the sample i 
fl "' 
mean Xn is a consistent estimator for ^ , where Xn =去 S Xj. Let ; 
i=i : 
t 
^ = g(X,vX (3.1) � 
�� 
M>" 
together with its inverse function for the nuisance parameter V|/ i 
'n 
��’ � 
Vj� = h(^i,x)- (3.2) -
By substituting the sample mean，we have 
v|/(x) = h(Xn,x). (3.3) 
Let LnOc,¥ |x) be the likelihood fimction where x = [xj ... xJ^ is an observed 
value of the sample, x is the MMLE of x if it satisfies 
K ( t Wd) |x ) = sup Ln( X，M/(x) |x ). (3.4) 
xeY 
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The modified likelihood function in (3.4) is viewed as a univariate function of 
the parameter x only. The above definition of MMLE is similar to that of 
MLE. It requires % e Y but，in fact，it is not always true in practice. So we add 
a supplement to condition (3.4). i is the MMLE ofx，for i 毛 T，ifthere exist a 
sequence Xi € Y such that 
lm Xi = i, (3.5a) 
1->Q0 \ ， 
.lim L„(xi,M/(Xi)|x ) = Ln(i W(x)|x ) • (3.5b) 
l">oo \ ， 
After adding the above condition, MMLE can be obtained even though the 
likelihood is maximized on the boundary of the parameter space Y. Naturally， 
the estimates of i|/ are obtained by ] 
一 ! 
W=h(Xnd) , (3.6) 
;1 
h I ,'f 
Here，the MMLE is developed for a two-parameter problem rather than more „, 






“>^  ！ 
丨�:丨: '^  � 
M I 
In fact, the formulation of MMLE is similar to that of pseudo MLE | 
which uses instead aVn-consistent estimator of the nuisance parameter. -
However，in the MMLE, we use the sample moment instead ofthe population 
moment after certain reparametrization. To make the proof simple, we 
consider the reparametrization first. This means that we would convert the 
distribution Fx,xi/ to Fx.hO^>x) = ^L^ ^ d the following proofwould use the 
latter fiinctional form rather than the former one. To distinguish the different 
forms of distribution, we use a superscript • to indicate the reparametrized 
distribution. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let X” ..., X„ be i.i.d. random variables from a distribution Fj^p, 
on the real line，with [%i i f G T x g O T x T ) c R 2 . Let [xo l^of 
€ T X gQf X W) be the true value of the parameter. Let q>(x, \x) be a 
differentiable function of \x and x for jiE A c R，an open neighborhood of 
i^O, and for almost all x in the sample spaceXcR , and suppose that 
Exo^iol^X�，iiQ)l<coAf 
||^cp(x^^SM(x), (3.7) 
for all ^ G A where E^ o^,M M(Xj) < 00，then 




PROOF. Consider the Taylor series expansion 
ii ,1 ,' 
i Z q)P^i,Xn) = ^ 2 q>pCi,^ o) + ( ^n -Ho)4 2 � 9 0 ^ � ® (3.9) � 




where p is between ju�and Xn. By the weak law of large numbers and our ^ 
assumptions, it suffices to show that 去 Z (^ppCi，p) is bounded in probability 乂 
T i 1 ‘  
at [xo M-ol • And also the sample mean converge to its true mean in 
probability and so completing the proof. i i> �� 
^M 
We now define some notations. Let X】，".，X ^ be i.i.d each with pdfor 
pmf f* (x| xo» >^ o) defined on the sample space X c R，where j i � e A，A open 
wi thAcg(Yx^)cR .Le t 
K* (xlx, ^ i) = l n f (x|x，^), “ (3.1 Oa) 
RVx,n) = l n f t f(x, |x,M)=S K-(xJx�g)� （3.10b) 
1=1 1=1 
and together with the notations which we have used in (3.1) to (3.6). We begin 
with the following assumptions: 
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(AO) The distributions Fj^^ ofthe observations are distinct at different values 
of [X Ji]T 
(A1) The distributions F:j^ have a common support at different values of 
[ X ^ T 
(A2) For all x, and for all i^ E A，the partial derivatives ^K*(x lx , [i) exist. 
(A3) For all ^ e A and for all x E X, 
d 1一 f>lx��0 )…，� 
丨 豕 虹 ？ ^ ： ； ^ 丨 释 ) ， （ 3 . 1 1 ) 
whereExo,^QM(X)<cx). 
THEOREM3.1. Under assumptions (AO>(A3X 
1 
Pr{U(Xo,Xn)>U(X,Xn)} — 1 asn~>oo (3.12) 









1 & 1 f^ Q^ jk,Xn) ^ ] 
K i 5 � P q l x o ， l ) < � - (3j3) ； 
1' 
I .• :1 
Let |i E A be fixed and define j 
i? 
f 
p*(xlx, i^) = K*(x|x, i^) - K.(x|xo, ^) 
_ . f^(xlx >H) 
-^?¾^- (3.14) 
By (A2 ) �p. (x|e, ^i) is differentiable for ^ e A and by (A3), for all x e X, 
|^p-(xlx, H)| < M(x) Vn € A, (3.15) 
Thus, by lemma 3.1，the left side of the inequality in (3.13) becomes 
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i R ^ ( % . X n ) - | R ^ ( X o . ^ ) 
—E ^ � “ o ln 為 1 二 in probability. (3.16) 
Since -ln is strictly convex, Jensen's inequality shows that 
E x _ P.P^1 IX�no) < ta h _ [ � = ) ) ] = 0 ， （3.17) 
and the results follow. 
By Theorem 3.1，the value ofthe modified likelihood function o f X = 
P^i ... \ ] T at the true xo exceeds that at any other x value with high 
probability when n is large. We can use the value % ofx which maximizes the 
modified likelihood function to estimate the true %Q at the observed X. Ifthis 
value exists，it is the modified maximum likelihood estimator (MMLE) of%. 
1 
COROLLARY3.L Under assumptions (AO>(A3) ifY is a finite open interval, 




PROOF. The result is an immediate extension of Theorem 3.1 and the fact that �! 
i fP(%) — 1 for i = l”..，m, then also P[E,^n. . .nEJ ^ las n~> oo. ‘ 
Similar to the MLE，the MMLE may also be solved by considering the 
hi-modified-likelihood. Jn most cases，we can locate the maximum point by 
finding the root(s) of ^ l n LS(x,Xn) = 0 and show that the solution is a 
maximum point by verifying the second deviative to be negative (i.e.， 
2^ 像 
g l n Ln(x,xn) < 0). It must be noted，if the maximum point is located at the 
boundary ofthe parameter space，equating the first deviative to zero may not 
be appropriate since that maximum point is not a stationary point. We now 
consider an additional assumption: 
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(A4) The parameter space Y contains an open interval co of which the true 
parameter value xo is an interior point. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X” …�K^ satisfy (AO>(A3) and suppose that for almost 
all X，f(x|%,^) is differentiable with respect to x in ¢0 with derivatives 
^f*(xlx,^) • Then with probability tending to 1 as n —00, the modified 
likelihood equation 
^LS0c,5in|2O = 0, (3.18) 
or equivalently，the equation 
fR*(5C,Xn) = S | l n r (x i lx , xn ) = 0. (3.19) 
has a root xn = Xn(x!, ".,xJ such that Xn(X^,..., XJ tends to the true value xo 
in probability. 
PROOF. By Theorem 3.1,the proofis trivial. 
Asymptotically Normality 
We have abeady showed that the MMLE xn is a consistent estimator of 
X under several regularity conditions (AO) - (A3). We now consider the 
asymptotic normality of the MMLE. Firstly，we suppress the subscript n in the 
latter expressions and use subscript notation to denote partial deviatives; for 
example, f^ = ^ f . hi addition, beside (A0>(A4), we will make use of the 
following regularity conditions. 
(A5) ForaUx € X andfor all [x ^  f e © x A，the following partial derivatives 
exists: Kj, Kj5 ,^ Kj5^ x=>Kjn, Kj^ ^ ,^ K�^^. 
(A6) &iterchange of the differentiation and integration off*(xlx,|i) is valid 
for first, second and mixed partial derivatives with respect to % andV-
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(A7) The follwing third partial derivatives are bounded by integrabIe functions 
for all X € X: 
|K;XX(xlx, 0^1 ^ M,(x) V[x 1^ ]T G ca x A, (3.20a) 
and V|Li € A ， 
|K%^in(xlxo, ^)l ^ M2(x,X0X (3.20b) 
where £^ ,^^ ,^  M,(X) < 00 and Exo ,^ M (^X,Xo ) < � . 
( � 8 ) AJxand A^^exist with Aj^ > 0，where Aj^ ^ = Exo,%(K0 and 
A;^ i ^Exo,^o(^rKJi). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X � F ^ p on the real line，with [% iif e Y x g(Y x M[^  e R^ 
.Le t [5Com>]TeYxgOfx^O be the true value of the parameter and 
V o = h ( p o , X o ) e ^ . If the partial derivative f^(xlx, ^ i) exist and the 
interchange of differentiation and integration for f* is valid，then 
AO^ko,^o) ^ , � 
c o v ( ? ^ ^ ’ � = g x ( X G � V G ) (3.21) 
PROOF, 
f^ PClX0,M) 一 � � 0 , � ) Y 、 
eov( fpclxo,^o)，^ _ E = _ ( ¾ ^ • X) 
= IZo^'fx(^ko^l^o)dx 
= ^ J[!°ooX.r(xlx�^^ ))dx|5^ =^ 0 
= gX(X0,V0) (3.22) 
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THEOREM3.2. Let X” " .¾ [i�?^ FJ„^, and suppose 
yn ^(Xo,^o) _^  
L Xn-no J 
4 o J � � u /^^^r'^]]indistribution,(3.23) 
� L gxCco,M/o) CTo _) 
2 
where o r � i s the second central moment of random variable X .^ Then，under 
regularity conditions (Al)-(A8), the MMLE xn is asymptotically normal，that 
is, 
v^(Xn-Xo)^ 
( 1 A* >1 
N 0�X^T ^ T^"f^xn<^o - 2gx(Xo, Vo)] in distribution, (3.24) 
^ XX A5^5^  y ^ 
9 
PROOF. By condition (A5) and the consistency of Xn�we may expand the 
ki-modifed-likelihood equation，as follows: 
J^i(in�Xn)=R;^(Xo�Xn)+(in-Xo)Rix(XO,Xn) 
,1 ) 
+ 5(icn 一 Xo)2 RxxxCc, Xn) = 0, (3.25) 
where X lies between %o and %n. We may rewrite (3.25) as 
� * R ; ^ 3 n ) 
V^CCn - Xo) = ^ � 1 A � — — — . ( 3 . 2 6 ) 
-nRxxOco^^^Ocn-xo)RxxxGc^) 
We now examine several items in equation (3.26) separately. Firstly, we have 
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• R ; ( X 0 , Xn) = ViT {5Rx(X0, no) 
+ (%-no)-H'Rx^i(xo>^io) 
+ | (Xn - H0)2 • 5 • R W O C O � ® } (3.27) 
where j3 is between “ � a n d Xn- Arguing as in Lemma 3.1 and using 
conditions (A2) and (A5)<A8), one can show that the last term in (3.27) 
converge to zero in probability. By the weak law oflarge number, we know 
that -^Rxi^(Xo^^o) converge to Ajjj. in probability. Under the bivariate 
normal assumption in Theorem 3.3，we then obtain 
* R t o , ^ n ) 4 
y � 
H 0, ^ x x + ^ w [ ^ w ^ o - 2gx(X0, ¥0)] , 
in distribution. (3.28) 
Similarly，using Lemma 3.1 again，we may obtain 
I • — 
—HRxxOCO, Xn) — Alx in probability, (3.29a) 
and, under condition (A7) and the consistency of Xn, we have 
I 
( 
i ( X n 一 Xo)^xxx(X. Xn) — 0 in probability. (3.29b) 
So we complete the proof 
It is noted that, in our proof, the asymptotic variance ofthe MMLE %n 
is in terms of the information matrix of the reparametrized model However, 
we can obtain the reparametrized information matrix � * � ” from the original 
information matrix A@) where 0 : T@*) is the correspondent mapping it 
reparameterized. Then the reparametrized information matrix can be obtained 
from 
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A . r ) = { ^ [ T r ) ] T } . A [ T r ) ] • {^[丁…豹丁 （3.30) 
Efficiency of the MMLE 
In previous parts we discussed the consistency and asymptotic 
behaviour of the MMLE and no question ofthe reliability ofestimates arose. 
We now consider how good the MMLE comparing with MLE is. 
I f the relationships in (3.1) can be obtained from the ln-likelihood 
equation, the MMLE and MLE would be equivalent. Jn other words，we obtain 
a same identity from the first moment and ln-likelihood equation. This means 
that the ln-likelihood equation of the parameter we eliminated is in terais of 
linear fimction of the sample mean, we must have 
1 





fWX�V) = exp(bo + b 1 x)-t(x; %), (3.32) ； 
r 
where the a's and b's depend on % and i|/. This is the most general form for 
which the MMLE and MLE give the same estimates. This means that the 
MMLE is efficient under the form in (3.32). Obviously，the normal distribution 
and two-parameter gamma distribution satisfy (3.32) if our parameters of 
^ 
interest are a , the scale parameter of normal distribution, and a，the shape 
parameter of gamma distribution, respectively. 
• 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X be random variable from a standard two-parameter 
inverse Gaussian distribution (i.e. X�IG(fi，�)). 
• 
� ] � 
f W n A ) = ^ ^ e x p { - ^ ( x - n ) 2 } x > 0， （3.33) 
-Z7CX J 2]Ll X 
where 0 = [X ^i]T e (0, oo)2. We can rewrite pdf(3.33) as 
� " ! � 
^ l K X ) = l _ $ _ h x p { - ^ x + | - ^ . (3.34) 
� 1 � 
Define t(x;X) = ^ ^ e x p { - ^ } , b o = � and b! = - ^ . Then the pdfin 
-27tx J 2jH 




Monte Carlo Simulation Studies 
We have already discussed the statistical model of interest and a 
method ofparameter estimation，the modified maximum likelihood estimation. 
We have also proved that the resulting estimators are consistent and 
asymptotically normal under certain regularity conditions. However, due to the 
complexity in our statistical model, it is hard to show whether the pdfs in (2.7) 
satisfy assumptions (A1) to (A8) or not. To overcome this difficulty, we resort 
to investigation via Monte Carlo studies. Of course，we focus on the estimator 
ofthe slope P with less interest in other nuisance parameters. We will not only 
study PMMLE's consistency and asymptotic normality, but also how good the 
MMLE of p is in comparison with the method of moments estimator. 
The Use ofMMLE 
Let pCi Yi]T，pq YJ^,…，[X„ YjT be a random sample from the pdfs 
» • * » mmmm 
in (2.7). Then X n , Yn , Sxx, Syy andSxy are consistent estimators ofE(Xj), 
E(Y,X Var(XiX Var(Y,) and Cov(X,,Y,), respectively，where 
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— 1 n 
Xn = n 2 Xj, (4.1a) 
i=l 
Yn = | i Y i , (4.1b) 
1=1 
S x x = 4 Z P q - ^ n ) 2 , (4.1c) 
1=1 
Syy = i i 0 ^ i - Y n ) ^ (4.1d) 
1=1 
Sxy = i S PCi -Xn)O^i -Yn) . (4.1e) 
1=1 
Li the pdfs in (2.7), we have totally eight unknown parameters， 
[ot p T| Y a X p q]T = 9. The likelihood function can be written as 
k(01¾ y)= 
� 一 in � n 1 _1 n 9 
.VT2.a2B0>,q)yI>^q-M � ^ ^ � ^ � � - “ � ! ) ? • 
ft�expj::^[�—*^�i’]2h 
i=l ” l\J L X+p2 � 
(^- t i )P- l . (T i+Y-^q- l d^, (4.2) ’ 
I 
where x=[XiX2".Xn]Tand 2二[>"1丫2 " .丫打 ] � . For convenience of ！ 
computation, we transform the integral in (4.2) to be ofthe Gauss-Jacobi type. 
y y 
Let ^ = - t + Tj + ~ • The likelihood function in (4.2) is re-written as , 
'丨1 
k ( e lx,y) = 
r * * ^ M ^ 
1 r n “ 
� J � .exp ~^  2 0^i_oc_pXi)2 . 
_VT2P+%crb0>,q)J L2ci2(;i+pbi=lUi ”"_ 
A fl f*p2)F pO^i-aH^LXjl]^  
n J_i exp\ \ ‘ 5 ( t+ l ) + T l — — - ~ ^ > . 
1=1 [ 2 X a ^ L A-+p2 一 
( l + t ) P " l . ( l - t ) q - l d t . (43) 
The integral in (4.3) can be solved numerically by the Gaussian quadratures. 
Besides the numerical computation of an integral, it is hard to search a 
maximum point of the likelihood function in (4.3) in an 8-dimensionaI space. 
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Considering the population moments in (2.24a) to (2.24e) and equating them 
to the corresponding sample moments in (4.1 a) to (4.1 e), we obtain 
a - Y j ^ - P x n , (4.4a) 
” “ ^ n - 3 ~ , (4.4b) 
一 Syyp-Sxyp2 
1— sxxMxy , (4.4c) 
2 • sxy 
^ = Sxx - “ ^ ^ ， (4.4d) 
1 pry2 P = TTT 7 7 ¾ ~ 1 ， （4.4e) i+r L(l+r)^sxy � 
where r = � . A f t e r substituting equations (4.4a) to (4.4e) into the likelihood 
fimction in (4.3)，we obtain a modified likelihood function with three unknown 
parameters x = [P y r]T e R x (0, oo)2. 
In fact，by the work of Frisch (1934), the estimate of |p[ should be 
bounded by the classical regression coefficient for regressing y on x and the , 
reciprocal ofthat of x on y, and the sign of the estimate of P is equal to that of ^ 
covariance of x and y. So 
1 
S h | p h | S | - (4.5) � 
As in Frisch (1934)，to make sure that the estimates of a and X are greater 
than zero, we obtain a similar boundary for the estimate of P using (4.4c) and 
2 
(4.4d). By the way，if pMMLE " > & then a^ — 0 and � � 2 _^ Syy - g . 
* S y y A 9 S w A ^ ) 
If PMMLE ~> i ^ � t h e n a^ ~> Sxx — ^ and \ — ~> 0. The MMLE of P 
may not be an interior point in the parameter space but it may exist as a 
boundary point. It may not satisfy the condition of score function being zero 
and violate the basic assumptions that guarantee asymptotic normality. 
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Similarly, to make sure that the estimates of p and q are greater than 
zero，from (4.4e), the following inequality has to be satisfied 
A ^ 2 
〜 2 一 ^ ^ ) ? + 1 < 0 . ( 4 . 6 ) 
Equation (4.6) is a quadratic function in f which is concave upward. To 
guarantee that there exists some f that satisfy the inequality in (4.6). Its 
discriminant should be greater than zero，that is 
'>^Jf' (4-7) 
And also the parameter r must be restricted between two real roots ofequation 
(4.6). Under condition (4.7), both roots of equation (4.6) are greater than zero 
and they are 
i f f p f , V /F f^ -4pfsxy “ , " � 
I J ^ > ii 2 . (4.8) 
_ ^ 乂 ] Sxy _ 
From conditions (4.7) and (4.8)，if y ~> 2 ^， t h e n f only has one root 
V P 
which is equal to one and the estimates of p and q both approach zero’ So 
condition (4.7) should be strictly satisfied. If y — oo, then we can search the 
estimate of r between zero and infinite (i.e. f e (0，oo)). As a result，the 
original parameter estimation problem becomes a constrainted non-linear 
optimization problem with three unknown parameters. 
In the following simulation, we first consider consistency and 
asymptotic normality. Scores on 8, 5 and ^ are drawn independently, s from 
the normal distribution with mean zero and variance a^，6 from the normal 
distribution with mean zero and variance Xa^ and ^ from the beta distribution 
with shape parameters，p and q, and ” < ^ < r\ + y. The number ofreplications 
in this study is 1000. We pre-set the true parameter value [a P r\ y G X p q]T 
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=[1.0 2.0 2.0 15.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 2.0]丁 and consider six different sample sizes: 
n=10,30，60，120，240 and 480. 
Table 4.1 Mean Squared Error ofEstimates 
A ^ A A A A A A 
a p Tj Y 入 cj p q 
n=10 0.7134 0.0126 1.0655 TlA^ 45.74 0.0222 0.2664 1.0973 
n=30 0.2171 0.0036 0.4224 ~ S ^ 7.33^.0099 O.ll?! 0.6291 
n=60 0.115 0.002 0.3298 6.153 7.34 0.0093 O.OS?! 0.532 
n=120 0.0606 0.001 0.3197 ^^583 7.59 0.0098 Q.Q91? 0.5764 
n=240 0.0368 0.0006 0.3009 " T s 6 7 7.67 ^.0102 O.I 0.5672 
n=480| O.O2i5| O.OOO4| 0.2875丨 5.8li]~7.88| 0.0103| 0.1063 0.6083 
bi Table 4.1，mean squared errors of the estimates are given. Only those ofthe 
estimates of ot，P and T] behave reasonably well. The increase of sample size 
reduces proportionally their mean squared errors. However, for the other 
parameters, the mean squared errors of their estimates do not decrease as the 
sample size increases beyond 30. This may be due to the identifibility problem. 
When 8 and 5 are normally distributed, R e i e _ (1950) stated the followings: 
i) p is identifiable if ^  is not normally distributed; 
ii) a is always identifiable when p is identifiable; 
iii) When p is identifiable, a necessary and sufficient condition for the rest 
of the structure to be identifiable is that both of the following conditions 
are satisfied: a) ^  is not divisible by a normal distribution; b) either s=0 
orS=0. 
As a result, in our statistical model, only a and P are identifiable but not the 
others. Therefore only the estimates of a and p are consistent. 
Besides the consistency，we consider the normality of the estimator 
A 
PMMLE. ^ figure 4.1, we have a histogram of p when sample size is equal to 
10. It has a bell shape and is close to the normal curve with mean equal to 2.00. 
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In figure 4.2, the histrogram of the MMLE of a has also a beIl shape and is : 
close to the normal curve with mean equal to 1.02. In Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, 
the results of normality testing for the estimates of a and P are given. All the 
tests are not significant at 0.05 level and the null hypothesis (i.e.normal 
distributed) can not be rejected. We can conclude that both estimates o f a and 
P are normal distributed. 
Table 4.2 Normality Testing ofMMLE of p 
Statistic p-value 
Shapiro-Wilk Test W-0.9875Q • 0.6508 
Kolmogorov-Smimov Test d=0.03857 0.15 
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Table 4.3 Normality Testing ofMMLE o f a 
Statistic p-vaIue 
Shapiro-Wilk Test W=0.98758 Q .66^ 
Kolmogorov-Smimov Test d=0.03639 0.15 
We now have another example. The number of replications in this study 
is 1000. We pre-set the true parameter value [a P r| y a X p q]T= [-1.0 5.0 
-2.0 15.0 0.8 1.2 0.7 0.6]^ and consider six sample sizes: n=10, 30, 60, 120, 
240 and 480. Since p and q are smaller than one, we have a bimodaI 
regressor. The results are given in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4 Mean Squared Errors ofEstimates 
^ A A A A A A A 
a p T| Y X a p q 
n-lQ 5.2197 0.0804 2.8599 T s l [ 6 8 1,724.498^ 0.0752 0.1574 0.2139 
n=3Q 1.4295 0.0241 0.8402 1.8149 552.97 0.0473 0.0718 0.0705 
n=60 0.7722 0.0136 0.4767 1.0843 421.01 0.0421 0.0422 0.0433 
n-120 0.4568 0.0085 0.343 0.7367 400.56 0.042 0.0237 0.0196 
n-240 0.2924 0.0059 0.2556 0.5408 392.44 0.0407 0.0187 0.0136 
n=480 |0.l884|0.0042|0.20i3| O .5 i45 |~ 385.48 0.0385 0.0179 0.0126 
Li Table 4.4, the mean squared errors of all estimates decrease when the 
sample size increases. However, the mean squared error of the estimates of X 
are unreasonably large and that of a reduces very slowly. It is believed that the 
estimates ofboth error variances are not reliable. 
Third Order Moment Estimator with Asymptotically Minimal Variance 
In Chapter 2，we showed that , if ^ is non-normal and, 6 and 8 are 
symmetrically distributed, we may derive a consistent estimator Popt of P 
which has asymptotically minimal variance among the class of the third order 
moment estimators. Let m^ be sample moment corresponding to 
|Urs 二 ECX-|Lix)rO"-^iy)s, then 
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A a ^ v - i f o 
•^Pt = ； ^ ^ ^， （4.9) 
where ^ [ P , 知 33]^ = ¾ ¾ ¾ ] ^ , 1 = [1 1 l f and V is the 
A 
asymptotic varianccK:ovariance matrix of P. The variances and covariances of 
A 一 
§ ^ e given below which can be derived by using the delta method [see 
Kendall and Stuart (1979，Chapter 10)]. 
Var(p 1) = 0^ 12)一2 • [Var(m03) 一 2p Cov(m03,m12) + p^Var(mi2)] 
— t * • • 
+ 0(n 2). (4.10a) 
Var(P2) 二 (灼1 ) - 2 . [Var(mi2) — 2p Cov(m12,ni2i) + P^Var(m21)] 
3 —^~ 
+ 0(n 2). (4.10b) 
V a r ( p 3 ) = 0^30)—2 • [ V a r ( m 2 i ) 一 2 p C o v ( m 2 1 , m30) + P^Var(m30)] 
* M ^ M M * 
+ 0(n 2). (4.10c) 
C o v ( P i J 2 ) =(化1)一2 . [-Cov(mo3,m2i) + P Cov(m12,m21)] 
- 1 j 
+(H2im2) *H5Var(mi2) + Cov(mo3,mi2)] + 0(n 2). 
(4.10d) 
Cov(pi,P3) = (^i2^30r^'[Cov(mo3,m2i) + P^Cov(mi2,m3o) 
_3 
- p Var(m30) - P C0v(m21, m12)] + 0(n 2) 
(4.10e) 
Cov(02, P3) = 0^30)-1 • [-Cov(mi2,m3o) + P Cov(m21,m30)] 
一 1 - 1 
+(½!J^30)^ • hPVar(m21) + Cov(m21,m12)] + 0(n 2). 
(4.10f) 
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Kendall and Stuart (1979，Vol 1，Chapter 10) provided useful formulae for 
computing the covariance between sample moments. Where no ambiguity is 
involved we would write |ir,s as ^rs. 
Cov(mr,s,mu,v) = !(M<r+u,s+v- i^r,s i^u^v+ruM<2,0MT-l,st^-l,v 
+SV^o,2^ir,s-l ^iu,v-l + rvm，i ^r^i,s^u,v-l 
+Sum’i^^»，s_4Hu-l，v-u^ir+l，s^^-l，v 
-V|^ ，s+1 Mu,v-1 - r^ ½-l，s^ ½+l，v ~ S^rs-1 ^ i^v+l). 
(4.11) 
By substituting sample moments into the corresponding population 
moments, we obtain a consistent estimate of the variance-covariance matrix of 
A A 八 
P- For simplicity, we would use the generalized inverse V~ instead of V ] in 
the simulation. 
A A 
We now compare the efficiencies of the pMMLE and popt. We pre-set 
[a P T| Y a X p q]T to be [-1.5 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.5 0.5 3.5 2.5f . The number of 
replications in this study is 500. The results for sample sizes: n=30, 120, 240 
and 480 are given in Table 4.5. 
A A 
Table 4.5 Comparison between PMMLE ^ d Popt 
MSE of PMMLE MSE of Popt |MSE(OPT)MSEQ^E) 
n=3Q 0.0041 0.9587 233.7126 
n=120 0.0011 0.5574 508.6214 
n=240 0.0007 0.1824 259.792 
n = 4 8 0 ~ 0.0005| 0.0178| 37.6068 
hi Table 4.5，we see that the MMLE has a much smaller MSE than that ofthe 
method of moments estimator. This is a reasonable result since using higher 
order moments increases the standard errors of the estimators rapidly. 
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However, obtaining a solution for MMLE by optimization requires much more 
CPU time than that by the method ofmoments. 
We have another example. The number of replications in this study is 
500. We pre-set the true paramter value [a P ” y a X p q]T = [-3 5 15 ] o 
13.0 0.4 1.0 0,5 0.5]T and consider two different sample sizes: n=30 and 120. 
Since p and q are smaller than one, we have a bimodal regressor. The results 
are given in Table 4.6. 
A A 
Table 4.6 Comparison between ^MMLE and popt 
MSE 0fPMMLE MSE ofPopt MSE(OPT)MSE(MMLE) 
n=30 0.0008 — 1,229.0162 1,534,505.492 
n=120 O.OOO2| 1.418[ 6,706.2316 
In Table 4.6，the mean squared error of Popt is too large for bimodal data 
when the sample size is small (n=30). Although it is reduced when the sample 
increases to 120，it is still worse than that of the MMLE. It seems that the 
MMLE is more efficient than the method of moments estimator in bimodal 
case. 
We now have the same true parameter values as above expect that we 
reduce the error standard deviation a from 0.4 to 0.2. The number of 
replications is 500. The true parameter value is [a P r| y a X p q]T= [-3.5 1.5 
-1.0 13.0 0.2 1.0 0,5 0.5]T and we consider two different sample sizes: n=30 
and 120. The results are given in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7 Comparison between PMMLE and popt 
MSE ofPMMLE MSE ofPopt MSE(OPT)MSE(MMLE) 
n=30 0.0002 0.2167 976.7446 
n=120 0.000l| 0.2053 ~ “ 3,762.1299 
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to Table 4.7，the mean sqaured errors of P^MLE and popt decrease when the 
sample size increases. Comparing with the results in Table 4.6，the MSE of 
A 
Popt is reduced from 1229 to 0.2 when the error standard deviation a 
decreases from 0.4 to 0.2. It seems that the method ofmoments estimator is 
very sensitive to the error variances. Comparatively, the MMLE is more stable. 
Robustness 
In this part，we examine the robustness of the statistical model in (2.7). 
e and 6 are drawn independently from normal distribution with mean zero and 
variance one. a and p are set equal to one. ^ is drawn from three different 
families of distributions: Student's t distribution with ten degree of freedom， 
chi-square with four degree of freedom and mixture normal with equal 
variances 25，and means, 100 and 150 with mixing proportions 0.4 and 0.6， 
respectively. The number ofreplications in this study is 500. The sample size 
is 200. The results are given in Table 4.8. Both pMMLE and popt are 
comsidered for comparison. 
A 
Table 4.8 Robustness of p MMLE using beta distribution for ^ 
MSE ofpMMLE MSE of Popt MSE(OPT)MSE(MMLE) 
Student's t � � 0.0043 4.4615 1,032.7546 
Chi-square 么 0.00001 0.6407 69,528.3818 
Mixture Normal 0.00002 0.0005 29.07 
In Table 4.8，comparing with the mean squared errors of Popt, the MMLE is 
much more efficient in all cases especially when ^ has a chi-square 
distribution. It seems that the MMLE is much more efficient than the Popt 
when the distribution of ^ is unimodal and skewed. Perhaps, since the 
Student's t distribution has heavy tails，both the method of moments estimator 
and the MMLE have the largest mean squared errors. To sum up, the statistical 
46 
model in (2.7) has good robust properties which can provide us a reliable 
estimate for various underlying non-normal distributions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Discussions and Conclusions 
Li this thesis，we have studied the linear structural relationships when 
both errors are normally distributed and the regressor has a beta distribution. Jn 
previous chapters，we have considered characteristics about model (2.7).We 
have also shown that the MMLE has good properties. Li this final chapter, we 
will discuss alternatives about on the distributional assumptions. 
Other Alternatives 
When 8 and 5 are normal distributed, to make P identifiable, we have to 
choose the regressor ^ to be nonnormally distributed. We consider other 
distributional families other than beta family: 
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EXAMPLE5.L 
Suppose that ^ has a Laplace distribution, with probability density 
function of form 
_ = ^ e x p [ - ¥ ] ， （5.1) 
where [S v f e R x (0，oo) and ^ e R. The mean and variance of ^ are given 
by 
E(x) = d and Var(x) 二 2v2. (5.2) 
， 
Under the model in (2.1) and the assumptions in (2.4)，for a sample of size n， 
the likelihood function is written as 
L„(e|x，y ) = 2-^v-n[7ccr2(X + p2)]^f • exp{ f ^ % } > 
2v2(X+p2) 
n 04-a-Pxi)2 
exp{ S - ~ ^ 5T"}. 
i=l 2cj2(X+p2) 
n Q BA^:-a>fX,x: 
. n {exp{^- 了； : i}[i-a>(Ai，i)]+ 
1=1 (X+P^)v 
o PO',-ot)+A.x: 




A y = Y , (5-4a) 
v[A,a2(X+p2)]2 
• v[^(A.+p2>-po^j-a)]-A.(vxi+a2) 
A2，i Y ， （5.4b) 
v[Xa2(X+p2)]2 
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2£=[XiX2�xjT，y = [yiy2�yn]T，fi[ = [aP?icTdv]T and 0> is the standard 
normal distribution function. Denote by Xn, y^, s^，s^，and s^ the sample 
means，variances and covariance, respectively. By equating the sample 
moments to the corresponding population moments, one obtains 
^ = ¾ , ^ = 擇 , a = y ^ - p x n , 
^2 � sxy syyp-sxyp2 
a =Sxx-^, X= ” o � ~ . (5 5� 
P sxxp-sxy 、丄” 
On substituting these into the likelihood function in (5.4) of the sample and 
simplifying with algebraic manipulations，an MMLE of p is derived that 
involves maximizing with respect to p varying between the regression limits 
Sxy /s^ and Syy /s^ . This example can be generalized to the case with 
asymmetrical Laplace distributions[see McGill (1962)]. 
Besides using different distributional families of^, we may also adopt 
nonnormal distributions for 8 and 6. Reiers<>l (1950) stated that "when ^ is 
normally distributed, a necessary and sufficient condition for the identifiability 
ofp is that neither the distribution of e nor the distribution of6 is divisible by a 
normal distribution.". However, the case of nonnormally distributed error is 
seldomly discussed. Huwang and Li (1996) considered a model with heavy-tail 
error. They used trimmed estimators of the parameter be means ofthe trimmed 
least squares esimators suggested by Koenker and Bassett (1978). tfe and \ 
are normally distributed and the variance of the measurement error s is known, 
Huwang and Li (1996) showed that the resulting estimators are more efficient 
than the traditional ones when the other error 6 in the errors-in-variables model 
has a heavy tailed distribution. 
No matter what kinds of distributions are chosen for《，s and 6, it is 
difficult to obtain the model pdf explicitly. In most cases, special mathematical 
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fimctions may be involved such as the Legendrefunctions, Bessel functions, 
etc. [see Milton Abramowitz and frene A. Stegun (1970)]. To sum up，there 
appears to be no generally practicable method ifthe form ofthe distribution is 
unspecified. There are scopes for more research. 
Semiparametric and Nonparametic Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
Besides the maximum likelihood estimation, method of moments and 
MMLE for the parametric model，semiparametric and nonparametric models 
may be considered. We now discuss some elementary results. 
A semiparametric model contains two main components，parametric 
component and infinite dimensional component. We deal with models of the 
form F^ G�where 0 G R^ (k being a fixed integer) and G e G (G being a 
collection offunctions). Asymptotically efficient estimators 9 and G o f0 and 
^ ^ mmm 
G，respectively，can be obtained by solving an efficient score equation [see 
Begun (1983), Wellner (1985)，Van de Vaart (1987) and Montfort (1989, 
Chapter 6)]. 
There are literatures which discuss the approach of defining a 
nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator OSfPMLE) [see also Kiefer and 
Wolfowitz (1956) and Scholz (1980)]. Here we discuss briefly the method by 
Gill(1986). 
The NPMLE of Gill (1986) is based on the idea that a reasonably 
defmed NPMLE will also be the maximum likelihood estimator for any 
parametric submodel. By equating the score functions to zero, we obtain the 
NPMLE by involving smooth parametric submodels. It means that we can 
sometimes consider the NPMLE as a solution of the likelihood equations 
corresponding to every parametric submodels passing through it. However，it 
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is pity that the consistency and asymptotic normality can only be found for a 
particular class ofmodels. 
Besides the NPMLE and nonparametric maximum likelihood 
estimation，there are other alternatives such as the method of penalized 
likelihood [Good and Gaskins (1971), Silverman (1985) and Green (1987)] 
and the method of sieves [German axid Hwang (1982)]. We do not go into 
details here. 
Finally，note that it is difficult to use one ofthe above methods when we 
deal with a linear structural relationship model. 
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